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LAGRANGIAN FIBRATIONS ON MODULI SPACES OF SINGULAR
                   CONNECTIONS ON CURVES
MASA-HIKO SAITO
ABsTRAcT. In this note, we will report some recent works on the geometry of moduli spaces
of singular connections on smooth projective curves. These works are based on the joint works
with M. Inaba [9], S. Szabo [15], F.Loray-C. Simpson ([11], [12])).
    1. THE CONSTRUCTION OF MODULI SPACES OF STABLE PARABOLIC CONNECTIONS
  Fix integers g }) O,n År O,r År O,d and let C be a nonsingular projective curve of genus g and
t = {ti,•••,t.} a set of ordered n-distinct points on C. For a datat == {ti,•••,t.}, we denote
by D = D(t) = ti + ••• + tn the divisor associated to t. We will review known results on the
moduli space of stable parabolic connections in [5], [6] and [7].
  A logarithmic connection on C with singularities at D is a pair (E, V) where E is an algebraic
(or holomorphic) vector bundle on C of rank r and degree d and a morphism of sheaves V :
E - Ex 9b(D) which satisfies the Leibniz rule, i.e., for local sections a E Oc,a E E,
V(aa) = a X da + aV(a).
  For such a logarithmic connection (E, V), we can define a residue homomorphism rest,(V) E
End(Elt,) t M.(C) for each i,1 g i S n. Let {v6t),yit),••• ,u5tl)i} be the set of (ordered)
eigenvalues of rest,(V) which are called local exponents of V at ti . Moreover we define the set
of al1 Iocal exponents v of (E, V) by v = (vj(•i))6f.S•E.?-i•
  The following lemma is a generalization of .F}tLehs relation when C r! Pi and can be proved
by the residue formula.
Lemma 1.1. For a logarithmic connection (E,V) with singularity at D = D(t) as above, let
v = (uj(•i))6ftS•S-.7-i be the set of local exponents of (E,V). Then one has
                      n r-1(1) 2(2 u;•`))=-degE= -deg A'E=-d.
                     i=1 o'=O
  For each (n, r, d), we define the set of local exponents by
(2) YV:,Ii (d) = (u= (u,(i) )6E.;S..7"iEC"' d+ ,g2,s. (,s;t.-, Uj(t)) =O) !C"r-'
Definition 1.1. For (C,t) and u E .,VP(d), a u-parabolic connection on C with singularities at
D = D(t) is a collection (E, V, {ISi)}isig.) consisting of the following data:
   (1) a logaritlmic connection (E,V) on a with singularities at D.
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(2) and a filtration z£i) : Elt; = z~i） コ zii）ココ l~~l コ z~i) = 0 for each i, 1三4三nsuch 
th剖 dim(zy)/ZJ~1) = 1 and （町内）ー イ）Id）（ザ） c払ぉrj = 0,1, ・ , r -1. 
For (E, V', {zi）｝凶三n),we set r = ra出 E,d = degE. 
Note that for each fixed i, 1三t壬η，｛イ）｝町三Tー1is the蹴 ofo伽 edeigenvalues of the 
residue matrix restパマ）， so the parabolic stru伽 re{ zi)} or its successive quo出叫s{l；川~1}
give the eigenspaces for rest;(V'). 
Since we will construct moduli spaces of v-parabolic connections as smooth quasi-projective 
schemes, it is natural to introduce the stability condition on the v-parabolic connections (E, V', {zi）｝凶三n)・
A weight α ＝｛α：Y）｝~~~~~ is as叩 enceof凶 onalnumbers 
(3) 0 ＜ α？）＜ α~i) < ＜ α~i) < 1 
for i = 1, , n. (Later, we will錨 sumesome generic conditions like α） i) -I=ザ） for (i,j) -I= 
(i',j'). 
Let (E, V', {zi）｝巴4三n)be av-parabolic connection, and F CE a nonzero s由bundlesatisfying 
V'(F) c F⑧Ob(D）・Wedefine integers 1叫 th(F)y）防
(4) l叫出（F)y)= dim(Flt; n払）／（Flt;n z)i). 
Note that l叫出（E)Y）ニ d凶戸i1zY)= 1 for 1三j壬T
Definition 1.2. A v-parabolic connection (E, V', {z£i)h:;i:;n) is α－stable if for組 yproper 
nonzero subbundle F手Esatis命ingV'(F) c F 0 Ob(D(t)), the inequality 
(5) 
deg F + E~1 Ej=lαY) len酢h(F)Y) ~ deg E + E~1 Ej=1aji)1叫 th(E)Ji)
rankF rankE 
holds. 
For a fixed (C, t）組dvεN;"(d),let us define the coarse moduli space b y 
(6) M色t)（ν，T，← ｛（E，マ，{li包）h三
Here the equivalence relation竺 isgiven by natural isomorphisms between v-parabolic connec-
tions. 
Let M9,n be the moduli space ofルpointedsmooth projective curves (C, t). Taking a貧困tecov-
ering l白仰一M9,n,we may部 sumethat there凶 ststhe universal family (C, t) = (C，ι－－ふ）
over Mg,n・ We have the following fundamental result for the construction of the moduli space 
(cf. [5], [6]). 
Theorem 1.1. For sufficiently generic weightα，there exists a relati匂巴finemoduli scheme 
(7) π ： M~，t）／九nXN：［！＇（め （r,d） → M仰×入／ア （d)
ofα－stable pαrabolic connection of rank Tαnd degreed. The morphism付 issmooth αnd quαsi-
projective. The fiber of 7r over ((C, t), v）εMg,n×N;"(d) is isomorphic to the moduli spαce 
M(c,t）（ν，r,d）仰向.Hence the moduli spαce M(c，吋（v,r, d) is αsmooth q叩 si-projectivealge-
braic scheme, whose dimension is 2r2(g -1) + nr(r -1) + 2ザitis non-empty. 
???
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Remark 1.1. In the regular singular c部e,Inaba [5] shows rigorously the geometric Painleve 
property of differential equations arising from the isomonodromic deformations of singular coル
附 ctionson curves. (See also [6] and [7]). We also established the existence of the moduli spac問
。firregular singular parabolic connections wi出 irregularsingularities of generic unramified fixed 
formal types回 aquasiprojective smooth scheme. ([9]). Moreover, we C組 showthat the伊ner-
alized Riemann-Hilbert correspondences are isomorphisms for generic formal types. This result 
give a rigorous proof of the fact that the geometric Painleve property of the differential equations 
arising from isomonodromic and iso-Stokes deformations of irregular connections on curves with 
generic formal types. Note that geometric Painleve property implies the usual analytic Painleve 
property. 
2. DEFORMATION THEORY AND SYMPLECTIC STRUCTURE 
2.1. I凶 nitesimaldeformations. We will describe the t削 gentspace of M(c,t)(v,r,d) at 
a point (E, V7, {l~i）｝叩：：；n) by the i凶凶e自naldeformation theory of parabolic connections. 
A canonical holomorphic句rmplecticstructure on M色め（ν，r,d)c剖ibe defined by the noル
degenerate natural pairing on the hyper-cohomology group induced by the Serre duality. 
For (E, V7, {zi)h:;i三n)E M(C,t）（ν，r,d), we c組 definea complex of sheaves F・
戸 := £nd(E)p = {sε£nd(E)ls1ti (lJ勺czylfo主総yi,j} 
F1 := (£nd(E) c flb(D）日om
{s E £nd(E) c flb(D)I restJs)(lY)) Cりもおra町 i,j} 
"9;:・: p→；：1，り（s)=V7os-soV7.
We have the following proposition (cf. ([1], [5], [§6.1, [6]). 
(8) 
(9) 
Proposition 2.1・Theinfinitesimαl deformαtion of (E, V7, {zi)h:;i:;n）εM(c,t）（ν，r,d) cαn be 
described by hypercohomlogy groups H・（F・）二日・（V7.r・：;:-0--. F1 ).The space of infinitesimal 
deformations of (E, V7, {zii)h問時） is iso問中hieto亙l(F'・） and the set of oるstructionsof仇向ω
itesimal dεiformatio部 arecontained in H2伊丹.Moreover since ( E，マ，｛ziilh包括） is α4αble, 
αl obstructions vanish, hence the moduli space 
M = M(c,t) (v, r, d) is smooth everywhere，αnd the tangent spαceαt thepointx = (E, V7,{zi)h:;i:;n) 
is isomorphic to the hypercohomology gro叩 H1(F・）， that is, 
TM,x竺 H1(F・）．
2.2. Symplectic structure. From the spectral sequence制日ociatedto the hypercohomology 
group, we have the following exac七sequence
(10) 0→C→H0(P）…→Ho(F1）→H1(F）→H1（戸）叶H1(F1）→C→0.
The following lemma is a key. 
Lemma 2.1. There exists an isomorphism 
(J=-°)V⑧flb -::.Fi. 
? 。
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Hence, together with Serγe duαlity, we have following natural isomorphisms 
H0(C,F°) ご Hi(C,(F°)v⑧f!l)Vとが（C,:Fl)v
Ho(C,:F1）α H0(C, （戸）v⑧nh）白川（C,F°)v
Theorem 2.1. The exαct sequence (10) is self-duαl, hence, 
H1(:F・） c: H1(:F・）v.
In partici必r,the tangent spαce of thεmoduli space M吾川（ν，r,d）αteachpoint x hasα閥均ral
non-degeneriαte pairings. 
R制nark2.1. Theorem 2.1 implies that there exists a non-degenerate 2-form won the moduli 
space M(c,t) ( v,r, d), which give日asymplectic structure on the moduli space. Inaba [5] showed 
that the non-degenerate 2・formwi日ιclosed.Note that the moduli space M(C.,t)(v, r, d) is never 
projective if its dimension is positive. 
3‘恥fODULISTACK OF QUASI制 PARABOLICBUNDLES AND FORGETFUL LAGRANGIAN 
FIBRATIONS 
Let P'd be the訟 odulistack of quasi-parabolic bundles (E, l）間 （E,{li)h:;i三dof rank r 
degree d over ( C,t). We路匂ythat aqu凶as arabolic bundle (E, l）おsimpleif H0( C, F°) = C, t h 抗
is, every endomorphism of E prのservingthe quasi-parabolic structure l = {zii)h:Si:Sn is just a 
scalar ml削 plication.We denote by戸；，目mpleC匂themoduli日曲目tackof simple quasi-parabolic 
bundles. 
Let us also denote by M~江川ν， r,d) the moduli stack ofα則的ableconnection (E, ¥7, l) wi山
the given invari組 ts.For age附 ricweight α，this stack has the fine moduli space as we see in 
Theorem 1.1: 
M(c,t)(v,r,d）→ M(G.,t）（ν，r,d). 
We have a natural forgetおimorphis恐 ofstacks 
π：五五色t)(v,r,d）一九 π（E, ¥7, {zii)h9::;n)) = (E, {zi）｝凶出）・
Let 'Pd be the image of 1r. In 抑制， itseems di白州 tocharacterize the imageη. When 
C 口 P1and r = 2，回sumingthat the lo叫叫onentv E N;'(d) is generic ([2]), Arinkin and 
Lysenko showed that湾問ncideswith the substack符，M岬 lecorresponding to simple qu州側
parabolic bundles. 
Under the assumption thatνis generic, we see that e刊 ryぃparabolicconnection (E, ¥7, l) is 
irreducible, hence α－stable for肌 ychoice of α. Assuming this, for arbitrary genus and rank, as 
in [Proposition 3, [2], we c総点。wthat a si訟plequasi却parabolicbundle ( Eヲi〕isin the image 
巧，総dhence戸；，s間 pieis an open substack of予言
Let us define the substack局私）（v,r,d)0c反お）（v,r,d)which corresponds to the iル
刊附 imagen-1（勾，si吋 le). Moreover we deno七eby the corresponding open s1伽伽附 W
M(C.,t) (v, r, d)0 of the fine moduli space M色川ν，r,d）・
For simplicity, we出 sumethe following 
-4-
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Assumption 3.1. The substαck宇γimpleh儲 αcoarsemo仇lispace P'd 
手，~， simple → P'd ・
It is known that the coarse moduli space P'd exists部 analgebraic spa低
Note that as in [2], P'd may be a non-separated scheme. See also Section 6 in [1]. 




Assume that on a Zariski open set U of P'd there exists a section ( E, ¥7 o, l) over x = ( E, l)E U. 
Then if we take a point (E, ¥7, l) Eπ11(U), we see that ¥7 -'Vo= w¥7εHO(C,:Fl）竺Tふhence
V 出 'Vo+w¥7・Thisimplies that可l(U）→Uis isomorphic to the cotangent bundle T[; ---+ U 
with 0-section ¥7 o・Hencewe can show the following 
Theorem 3.1. Under theαssumption, the m叩 π1givesαT兵，；－torsorstructure on M~，t) (v, r, d)0. 
Hence every fiber of 7f1 overαclosed point of P'd isαηα:fine space space H0 ( C,:F1) ~ cN, which 
is Lagrangian subvariety with respect to the natural symplectic structu陀. We call the mαp 7r2α 
forgetful Lagraη.gian flるration.
Remark 3.1. In the case of C = P1 and T 二 2，部sumethat v is generic so that every 
tんparabolicconnection is irreducible. In this c回 eP6 is a smooth non-separated irreducible 
日chemeof dimension n -3 ([2]) and the tangent space T吋，xat each x = (E,l) is H1(P1,F°). 
Moreover M~，t)(v,r,d）。＝ M~，t）（ν， r, d) and hence we have a s叫 ectivesmooth morphism 
川： M~i,t)(v,2,0）→吋．
We describe this morphism川 indetail for n = 4 later. (See also Section 9, [1]). 
4. CANONICAL COORDINATES OF MODULI SPACES OF CONNECTIONS FROM APPAREN’r 
SINGULARITIES AND THE ASSOCIATED LAGRAr、lGIANFIBRATIONS 
4.1. Apparent singularities of connections. Let (E, ¥7,l) E M(c，め（町二d)be an irreducible 
Eノ酬parabolicconnection of rank r and of degree d. In this section, we always出sumethat nど1. 
In this c回e,we can change d出血gE freely by elementary tr肌 sformationsat singular point日
ti E C. Assume that dimH0(C, E) > 0 and take a non-zero sectionσε H0(C,E). We 
can introduce apparent singularities of (E, ¥7, l) by using this sectionσ 出 acyclic vector of 
¥7. I七isclassical to use the apparent singularities and its symplectic dual coordinates制 a
canonical coordinate system of the moduli space of the connections ( [3], [10], [14]). Moreover 
the isomonodromic deformation of the linear connections can be written in this coordinate 
system. 
In [15], we introduce a systematic way to introduce appare話 singularitieswhich in turn 
coincide with the classical ones on a Zariski open set of the moduli space. 
Let (E, \7,{l~i)}) be a parabolic connection with logarithmic singularities at D = D(t) such 
that rankEニ r,deg E = d. Let us set L = nh(D) and note that deg L = 2g -2 ＋η 
? ?
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Proposition 4.1. Assume that there exi抑 αnon-zerosection σε H0(C,E）αnd degL = 
2g-2 +n三1αnddegD = nと1.Moreoverαssume that (E, ¥7) isαn irreducible coηnection. 
Consider the direct sum of line bundles 
(11) F= fi；二L-i= Oc fiL-1 fi fi L一（rー 1)
Then we hαveαnatural embedding F ＂→ E such thαt H0(C,F）ど CσcH0(c, E). Let us 
define the torsion sheαf TA by the exαct sequence 
(12) 。一→ F－→E →ーTA一→。
Then torsion sheaf TA hαs the length 
r(r -1) 
N = d -r(g -1) + r2(g -1) + n一万一一・
We note that F is a parabolic version of oper which is successive extension of Oc by L -J = 
（叫（D))-i.If deg D > 0,al extension cl蹴 esvanish, hence F is the direct sum of line bundles 
出 in(11). Since deg L is positive, H0( C, F）竺 H0(C,Oc）竺 Cσ.Then applying Vi to this 
section σ，we have successive extension of Oc by L i. See [15] for detail. 
Definition 4.1. For an irreducible parabolic conn配tion(E, ¥7, l) andαnon-zero section u, we 
Cαl th巴 supportof TA app町 entsingul町 pointsof the parabolic connection (E，マ l)with the 
cyclic vector σ． 
Now assume that degE = d = r(g -1) + 1.We have dimH0(C,E) = dimH1(C,E) + 1 by 
Riemann-Roch. If moreover H1(C,E) = 0, we have a non-zero section σε H0(C,E) ~ Cσ 
unique up to non-zero scalar multiplications. 




d = deg E = r (g-1) + 1,
H1(C,E) = 0. 
Then we hαveαnatural unique embedding F <-+ E which yields 
(15) 0－→F →ーE →ー TA一→0,
Then the sheαf TA isαtorsion sheαf of length 
2 r(r -1) 
(16) N = r (g 1) ＋η一万一＋l.
4.2. Generic case. Now we consider the c回eof d = degE = r(g -1) + 1. We酪 sume
that there e泊 tsan irreducible connection v-parabolic connection (E, ¥7, l）εM(c,t）（ν，r,d) 
with dimH1(C,E) = 0. Then we have a non-empty Zariski open M0 c Mc,t(v,r,d) whose 
points correspond to irreducible connections with the condition dim H1 ( C,E) = 0. For such a 
connection (E, ¥7, l）εM0, from Corollary 4.1, we have a unique canonical exact sequence 
(17) 0→ F→ E→ TA→ 0, F = ffii=1L-(i-l). 
-6-
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Assume also that the support of TA consists of N-distinct apparent singular points (which 
corresponds to a Zariski open set M00 c M0) 
qi,・・ ,qNεC 
where N ＝均一 1)+n勾及川.(Here鴨川 thenumbering of apparent singular poi附）
Then we have the decompo日ition
TAど＠江iCq;・
Fix a conne必onVo: E--+ E③ !th(D) = E② L such that ¥7 o = d on E1c¥ { tπ｝ and the 
eigenvalues of restn (Vo) are integers (cf. [15]). Then for the connectionマabove,we set争（¥7)
'¥7-Vo: E →ーE③ L We see that金｛マ） is Oc-linear and hence φ｛マ〉 εH0(C,End(E）⑧L）‘
Then we have a morphismφ（V): TA→ TA③L which decompose into Cq;-
φ（'V)q包： Cq；→ Cq，⑧Lq;・
日efinition4.2. We denote Pi E Lq；剖 thescalar corresponding toφ（マ）q;.We call the set 
of apparent singular points {qiγ・, qN} with their duals{p1，・・，pN} the canonical coordinate 
system for the Zariski open日etん10° of the moduli space of ぃparabolicconnections. 
We will make this definition more precise. Let L一→ Cbe the total space of line bundle L. ． 
For each i, 1壬i壬ηヲweca吋 ndr噌points｛る；急）｝
points to obtain the birational morphis毘 π：Z一→L.Then denoting Ff the proper transforms 
of仇 ersLt;i we set L = L ¥ Uf=l Ff. We have a natu凶 fibrationL －→ C. We can construct 
the following diagram where n2 is given by the apparent singular points q1 ＋・・・＋qN and Wis 
given by the points (q1,p1）十・・・＋ (qN,PN). By an e回yargurr悶民 forgeneric v, we can also 
define a rational map量：M(C,t）（ν，r,d）・・・→HilbN（乙）， where HilbN (£)is the Hilbert仙酬の
of N”points on the open surface L. Note that L has a holomorphic symplectic structure，即










sN(c) = cN /SN 
We can prove the following propo日ition(cf. [15]). 
Proposition 4.2. The mαp W isαbi rationαl morphism which preserves the holomorphic sym-
plectic structures. Moreover the mαpπ2：.ん100 →ー sN( C) obtained byαpparent singulαT points 
gives a Lαgrangiαn fibration. 
We expect that M00 is Zarsiki dense in M(c，ぷv,r,d）・Ifthお istrueき themoduli space 
M色ぷ民r,d) is birational to the Hilbert scheme HilbN ( L), hence irreducible. 
The題。dulispace M~うぷν， γ， d) becomes a phase space of the di吉ere凶 alequations of isomo1ト
odromic deformations and its deformation becomes a phase space of Hitchin integrable systems. 
Proposition 4.2 explain the re拙 onwhy七hemethod of separation of variables C組 beapplicable 
to many integrable systems. We expect that more detailed birational geometry of the moduli 
space of connections and Hilbert日chemesmay be possible. 
-7-
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5. Two LAGRANGIAN FIBRATIONS ON THE MODULI SPACES OF CONNECTIONS. 
5.1. General cases. From the argument above, assuming the genericity of local exponents v, 
we have n two birational fibrationsπi, 7r2 on the Zariski open set M00 of M(C.,t) （町二d)in 
Section 4, which make the following diagram commutes. 
ん100 」 L→ η
（日）吋1 lp1 
sN(c) ~ Jac(C）竺 Picd(C)
As we see in the previous two sections, the morphismπl，巧町eboth Lagrangian fibrations. Two 
_tiこ!2
mapsp1,P2 c叩 begiven by P1((E, l) ＝月（E)and P2(q1 ＋・・・＋qN)= L 2 ⑧Oc(q1＋・＋qN)・
In [1], [12], we investigate the relation of two Lagrangian fibrations. 
5.2. Painleve VI case. In the c回 eofC=P1,r=2,d=-1η＝ 4, corresponding to the phase 
space of Painleve VI equations, the moduli space of v-parabolic connections M,, is constructed 
in [6], [7] as well田 i七snatural compactification M,,. 
Ifwe回 sumethat vis generic, M,, is isomorphic to a smooth projective surface S, obtained 
by the blowing up 8 points {bfεFi｝山三4of the Hirzebruch surface E2 of degree 2. Moreover 
its anticanonical divisor is given by -Ks,,= Y = 2Co+F{ +F~ ＋巧＋ F.f and M,, = S, ¥Y. The 
pair (Sv, Y) is called an Okamoto-Painleve pair of type Di1) ([19], [16]). Here Co is the minimal 
section with cg = -2 and positive section C1～Co+ 2F. In this c回e,the coarse moduli space 
P~1 of quasi-parabolic bundle日（E,l) = ( Op1 EB Op1 (-1), l) is a non-separated scheme obtained 
by P1 with 4 non-reduced double points at ti. For simplicity, we forget non-reduced structure 
and identiかp_:1with P1. The mapπ1グ2c叩 beextended to the compactification, and obtain 
the diagram (cf. [Section 9, [11]]) 
(19) 
???
pl 3 q 
Proposition 5.1. The morphismπ2 obtα仇edbyα.pαrent singu如何tymαp is induced by the 
lineαT system IFI of fibers of ruled surfαce E2 →ーP1and the forgetful morphismπ1 is obtαined 
by the lineαT system IL1I with L1～C1十F-Et -Et -Et -Et. (See Figure 1, 2). 
In Figure 1, 2, the coordinate q isthe app町entsingul町 pointof the connection and Q is the 
coordinate of the quasi-parabolic structure on E = Op1 EB Op1 ( -1). 
Remark 5.1. By an explicit calculation, we see that the map q ~ Q induces the birational 
map on Mv which is the sかcalledOkamoto mysterious Backlund transformation. Actually, we 
see that 7r2 : M v一→P1can be identified with the app町entsing叫訂itymap Mv’一→ P1with 
di百erentlocal exponents v'. In [12], we try to understand these two fibrations for七hemoduli 
space of v-parabolic connections on P1 of rank 2 with n三5,which corresponds to the phase 
spaces of Garnier systems ([14], [6]). On a Zariski open set of the moduli space, we see that two 
fibrations町ereally dual to each other coming仕omthe product of projective space and its dual 
pn-3×（pn-3)v (cf. [12]). 
-8-













ti f2 q t3 














Apparent singularity map 
ti t2 q t3 t4 
-Ks～Y = 2Co + F{ + F~ ＋巧＋F4
S， 竺 M,,, S, ¥ Y c:M,, 
L1～C1 + F -Et -E"{ -Et -Et 
F・L1=1
pl 
FIGURE 2. The Moduli space M,, and the compactification M ,. Blow-up 8 
points of Hirzebruch surface E2 
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